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Abstract: In reinforced concrete industrial precast structures one of the most common seismic 4 
damage is the collapse of the cladding panels because of the failure of the panel-to-structure 5 
connections. This damage is caused by the interaction between the panels and the structures, which 6 
is usually neglected in the design approach. The present study aims at investigating this interaction. 7 
Nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed on several structural models in order to take into 8 
account both the panel-to-structure interaction and the roof diaphragm. According to the analyses 9 
results, if the current European single-story precast buildings stock is considered, panels stiffness 10 
significantly influences the overall structural behavior under seismic actions and the failure of the 11 
connections occurs at very low intensity values. The progressive collapse of the panels is also 12 
simulated in order to evaluate the redistribution of seismic demand in the columns during the 13 
earthquake. In the final part, fragility curves are evaluated in order to generalize the dynamic 14 
analyses results. 15 
Author keywords: precast structures, cladding panels, seismic response, dynamic analyses, 16 
incremental dynamic analysis, fragility curves 17 
Introduction 18 
Connection systems are the crucial points in the seismic performance of precast reinforced concrete 19 
(RC) structures. During recent earthquakes in Europe (Belleri et al., 2015, Belleri et al., 2014, 20 
Magliulo et al., 2014), several existing precast structures showed severe damage at the connections. 21 
One of the most common damage was the failure of the external cladding panels; it caused many 22 
injuries and casualties as well as significant economic losses due to the interruption of the 23 
industrial/commercial activities. The panels failure was caused by the connections fracture and it 24 
can be explained by the design approach. Indeed, the cladding panels are commonly considered as 25 
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nonstructural elements and the interaction with the structure under seismic loads is neglected. 26 
According to Eurocode 8 (CEN, 2005), the panel-to structure connections are dimensioned only for 27 
forces in the out-of-plane direction of the panels. These forces are both seismic actions deriving 28 
from the panel self-weight and wind actions. However, under dynamic actions the panel-to-structure 29 
interaction can occur and the connections could fail since they are carrying forces that were not 30 
considered during the design phase, e.g. in-plane actions. 31 
In the last decades several research studies were developed on the panel-to-structure interaction 32 
under seismic loads. In these works the effect of the panels was investigated in order to evaluate 33 
both the dynamic properties (e.g., frequencies and damping ratios) and the structural seismic 34 
performance (e.g., drift ratios, displacement demand). However, most of these research studies 35 
concerned some typical U.S. buildings, i.e. steel high-rise buildings, as extensively reported in Hunt 36 
and Stojadinovic (2010). In the last years the scientific community recognized the need of a 37 
systematic study on the structure-cladding panel interaction in RC precast buildings, typically 38 
implemented in Europe for industrial and commercial activities. Recently, an European research 39 
project was conducted on this topic: the SAFECLADDING project, aimed at studying the effect of 40 
cladding panels on precast industrial buildings. In the framework of this project, a first study was 41 
developed by Biondini et al. (2013); in this work the authors investigated the effect of vertical 42 
panels by assuming the interaction at the level of the panel-to-panel connections. Since the 43 
numerical forces in the connections were too high if the interaction between the panels was 44 
considered, the authors proved the efficiency of an innovative dissipative connection between 45 
vertical panels. In the framework of the same project, experimental campaigns were performed on 46 
some typical panel-to-structure connection systems, in order to assess their seismic performance, 47 
e.g. failure modes, strength and deformability (Zoubek et al., 2016). The experimental results were 48 
used in order to perform a systematic seismic fragility study, described in Babič and Dolšek (2014). 49 
In this research work, the authors performed 3D nonlinear analyses on several precast structures and 50 
they defined the fragility curves for twelve industrial precast building classes. These classes were 51 
defined by varying the type of non-structural components (vertical panels, horizontal panels and 52 
masonry infills), the geometrical configuration, the design approaches and the panel-to-structure 53 
connection systems. According to the outcomes of this study, the authors concluded that the effect 54 
of non-structural components should be taken into account in both the design and the seismic 55 
assessment of such buildings since the overall safety of the structures decreases if these components 56 
are considered in the models. In this study the connection models are assumed from the 57 
correspondent tested connections and the roof is modeled as flexible in its own plane. Despite the 58 
noteworthy effort in the last years, other investigations are necessary in order to delineate more 59 
general conclusions on the panel influence for precast structures as well as on the design of precast 60 
structures with cladding panels. Indeed, during the design phase some simplified assumptions are 61 
generally necessary (e.g., flexible or rigid roof hypotheses without modeling the roof elements in 62 
the structural models). If the cladding panels have to be considered in the structural analysis, a 63 
detailed model of the connections is required (e.g., based on experimental results), which should be 64 
generalized by extensive experimental campaigns and/or numerical studies. At this aim, Magliulo et 65 
al. (2015) proposed a simplified model of precast structure with cladding panels. In this model the 66 
panel-to-structure interaction is assumed at the beam-to-panel connections (vertical panels), the 67 
nonstructural elements are considered as elastic elements and the connections are fixed constraints 68 
between the structure and the panel. By performing an extensive parametric study, the authors 69 
evaluated the first periods of single-story precast buildings by means of linear modal analyses in 70 
two limit cases: negligible panels effect (bare structures) and not-negligible panels effect (structures 71 
with panels). In this last case, a significant effect of the panels on the structural dynamic behavior 72 
was demonstrated and the simplified period formula of Eurocode 8 was compared with the analysis 73 
results in order to verify its capability. 74 
The presented study investigates the cladding panel effect on the nonlinear seismic response of a 75 
reference precast industrial building. The adopted case-study is a new building, designed according 76 
to Eurocodes. The seismic assessment of the structure is performed by means on nonlinear dynamic 77 
analyses in OpenSees (McKenna and Fenves, 2013) program. Several structural models are 78 
considered by varying the assumptions on both the roof stiffness and the occurrence of panel-to-79 
structure interaction. The results of models with the cladding panels demonstrate the significant 80 
effect of the panels on the seismic behavior of these buildings; moreover, they justify the typical 81 
connection failure under dynamic actions. In order to improve the reliability of the numerical 82 
results, a model with the cladding panels is developed that is able to simulate the panel collapse 83 
during the seismic load. If the panels collapse is simulated, the results show a significant difference 84 
in the structural response in terms of both connection failure and forces distribution. In the final part 85 
of the paper, the seismic vulnerability of the structures is evaluated by taking into account all the 86 
above-cited modeling assumptions in order to define general conclusions to lead the designer to 87 
choose the approach for such buildings. 88 
Case-study structure 89 
The investigated case study is a precast industrial building (Figure 1). It consists of precast 90 
columns, fixed at the base by means of socket foundation and connected at the top by secondary 91 
girders and principal beams in the two horizontal directions. The principal beams support the roof 92 
elements. The columns height is equal to 9m (29.5 ft); the width of the six X-bays is 12m (39.4 ft) 93 
and the width of the two Z-bays is 19m (62.3 ft). The horizontal elements are designed by 94 
considering only the vertical loads (permanent and variable loads); they consist of prestressed TT 95 
roof elements, prestressed principal beams in the transversal direction (Z direction in Figure 1) and 96 
secondary girders in the longitudinal direction (X direction in Figure 1). Dowel connections are 97 
usually installed between the principal beam and the columns as well as between the roof elements 98 
and the principal beams. The girder-to-column connection usually consists of bolted steel joints. 99 
Vertical reinforced concrete precast cladding panels are connected to beams or girders, as described 100 
in section "Model with cladding panels”. 101 
The columns are designed according to Eurocode 8 (CEN, 2005), assuming a peak ground 102 
acceleration equal to 0.168g (return period of 475 years and soil type “B”) and ductility class 103 
“DCH”. The behavior factor is equal to 4.5, as indicated in Eurocode 8. The columns have square-104 
shaped cross-sections (80cm x 80cm – 31.5 inches x 31.5 inches) reinforced with 22mm diameter 105 
longitudinal bars (=1.66%) and 10mm (0.39 inches) diameter stirrups, 12.5cm (4.9 inches) spaced. 106 
The concrete cubic characteristic strength is equal to 55N/mm2 with an elastic modulus equal to 107 
36283N/mm2 (757786 kips/ft2), computed according to Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004). The 108 
reinforcement steel has a yielding characteristic strength equal to 450N/mm2 (9398 kips/ft2). 109 
The total seismic weight is equal to about 6.7kN/m2 (140 kips/ft2). The design is performed, as 110 
usually happens, assuming bare structure and rigid diaphragm. 111 
The design fundamental periods along the two horizontal directions of the designed structure are 112 
equal to 1.2sec. 113 
Nonlinear models 114 
Nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed in OpenSees (McKenna et al., 2013) software on six 115 
structural models by taking into account P-Δ effects. In order to investigate the panel effect, three 116 
models are defined: the bare structure and two different models for the building with cladding 117 
panels. Moreover, the three models are investigated by assuming two different hypotheses: either 118 
the rigid roof in its own plane hypothesis (RF) or the flexible roof (FR) hypothesis. In the former 119 
case, the seismic mass of the structures is concentrated in the mass barycenter and the roof is 120 
modelled as a rigid body in its own plane. In the latter case, the masses are concentrated at the 121 
columns top and no constraints are considered for the roof. In the model with the simulated 122 
collapse, the mass of the panels is concentrated in the beam-to-panel connection points in order to 123 
remove such mass if the panel collapses during the dynamic analysis. 124 
Concerning the connections between the structural elements, the beam-to-column connections are 125 
dowel systems and they can be assumed as hinges. Therefore, the columns carry the horizontal 126 
seismic actions and the horizontal elements sustain only the vertical loads. 127 
The fundamental periods along the two horizontal directions of the six structural models are 128 
reported in Table 1. It is worth noting that the periods of the bare model are larger than the 129 
corresponding periods of the design model, because the secant stiffness to the yielding point of the 130 
nonlinear bare model is lower than the assumed elastic stiffness of the design model. 131 
Bare model 132 
In the bare model (BM) the panel-to-structure interaction is neglected; the model consists of 133 
columns, girders and principal beams. This assumption is the common modeling approach adopted 134 
for precast structures: the panels do not take part to the global structural response under seismic 135 
actions. 136 
The nonlinear response of the structure is concentrated at the columns base by means of a lumped 137 
plasticity approach and the horizontal elements are assumed elastic one-dimensional elements. A 138 
tri-linear moment-rotation envelope is assigned to the plastic hinge, consisting of three 139 
characteristic points: yielding, capping and post-capping points. The envelope points are assumed 140 
according to Fischinger et al. (2008). The yield drift is calculated according to the formula proposed 141 
by Fardis and Biskinis (2003): 142 
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The yield curvature (φy) is evaluated according to the bi-linearization of the moment-curvature 144 
envelope, obtained by a fiber analysis of the column cross-section. In the fiber analysis three types 145 
of fibers are considered in the cross-section: the unconfined concrete fibers in the concrete cover; 146 
the concrete confined fibers (Mander et al., 1988) in the concrete core and the steel fibers of the 147 
reinforcing bars. The median values of both the concrete compressive strength (fc=53N/mm
2 - 148 
1107 kips/ft2) and the steel yielding strength (fy=530N/mm
2 - 11069 kips/ft2) are defined according 149 
to Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004). The slip coefficient (asl) is assumed equal to 1 and the term (d-d’) is 150 
evaluated as the distance between the tension and compression reinforcement. According to the 151 
structural scheme, the shear span (Ls) is equal to the height of the column. In Eq. (1) the εy is the 152 
yielding strain of the reinforcement (0.21%) and db is the diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement 153 
(22mm – 0.87 inches). 154 
The capping and post-capping rotations are evaluated according to Haselton (2006): 155 
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In Equations (2) and (3) ν is the normalized axial force, ρsh is the transverse reinforcement ratio and 158 
ρ is the longitudinal reinforcement ratio. Given the yielding moment (My) by the bi-linearization of 159 
the moment-curvature curve, the capping moment (Mc) is determined as: 160 
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The energy dissipation capacity of the plastic hinge is taken into account by the factor λ (Eq. (5)), 162 
according to Ibarra et al. (2005). 163 
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In Eq. (5) s d  is the ratio between the stirrup spacing (12.5cm – 4.9 inches) and column depth 165 
(80cm – 31.5 inches); p nV V  is the ratio between the shear at flexural yielding and the shear 166 
strength; and ,sh eff  is the effective ratio of transversal reinforcement. 167 
Figure 2 shows the envelopes of the three adopted plastic hinges, corresponding to columns 168 
characterized by different values of the axial force: A) internal columns (gray marker in Figure 2b), 169 
B) perimetral columns (blue marker in Figure 2b) and C) corner columns (black marker in Figure 170 
2b). This terminology and the colors in Figure 2b are adopted in the following section in order to 171 
individuate the columns in the structure. 172 
 173 
Model with cladding panels 174 
In the Model With Panels (MWP) the cladding panels are introduced in order to take into account 175 
their interaction with the structure. The structural elements (columns, girders and beams) are 176 
modelled as in the BM. In this study, the vertical panels are investigated and the connection at the 177 
top is shown in Figure 3. The connection at the bottom of the panel may consist of clip-panel beams 178 
equipped with a fork or welded/bolted metal anchors. The adopted model does not consider the 179 
uplift capacity of the panel at the bottom. Each panel consists of an elastic 2D frame (Figure 4) and 180 
it is connected at the top to the structure (beam) by means of fixed constraints that avoid the panel-181 
to-structure relative displacement (Magliulo et al., 2015), as often shown during recent earthquakes 182 
(Magliulo et al., 2014). The influence of a more detailed model of the panel-to-structure connection 183 
will be investigated by the authors in a future research study. Preliminary studies on a single bay 184 
structure show that the assumption of rigid connection causes an underestimation of the collapse 185 
fragility. 186 
Model with progressive collapse 187 
In order to simulate the panel collapse, a model (MR) is introduced in OpenSees. This model 188 
simulates the panel collapse by means of the “Removal” command (Talaat and Mosalam, 2009). 189 
Such a model can be used in order to achieve three main purposes: 190 
i) the evaluation of the real forces at the base of the structural elements during an 191 
earthquake; 192 
ii) the justification of the recorded damage in the structural elements due to a seismic event 193 
after the collapse of the cladding panels; 194 
iii) the vulnerability assessment of precast single-story structures. 195 
The “Removal” command allows removing from the structural model the cladding panels that 196 
achieve the maximum strength in the connection system during the nonlinear dynamic analysis, i.e. 197 
once the collapse of the connection is achieved, the analysis of the structure continues without the 198 
corresponding panel. In this study, only the shear failure of the connector is considered (Figure 3). 199 
Each panel is characterized by two connections with the structure at the top and for each connection 200 
a limit domain is defined in terms of displacements in the two horizontal directions. For the out of 201 
the plane actions, a very large limit displacement is assumed; on the contrary, for the in-plane 202 
direction the limit displacement is evaluated according to the shear strength of the connector. These 203 
assumptions are justified by the design approach, typically adopted for panel-to-structure 204 
connection in precast buildings (see “Introduction”). 205 
Input 206 
Bi-directional nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed with both the components of 7 natural 207 
seismic events (CEN, 2005). In Table 2 the main parameters of the selected natural earthquakes are 208 
reported in terms of: earthquake ID, name of the real event, date of the event, magnitude, peak 209 
ground acceleration in horizontal X and Y direction and type of soil according to the EC8 210 
categories. The records selection was performed by the software REXEL (Iervolino et al., 2010) in 211 
order to match the design elastic spectrum of the considered site with all the 14 records (see Section 212 
Case-study structure). Figure 5 shows the comparison between the mean spectrum of the selected 213 
records and the design spectrum at a return period of 475 years; in this figure the spectra of the 214 
records are reported for the two horizontal components, corresponding to the X (solid lines) and Z 215 
(dashed lines) directions in this study. The dispersion of the spectral acceleration for the selected 216 
ground motions is justified by the need of ensuring the spectrum compatibility for a wide range of 217 
periods. Such a need is required to cover both bare structures and structures with cladding panels 218 
(Magliulo et al., 2015). 219 
Nonlinear analyses results 220 
The seismic response of precast structures is investigated by means of nonlinear dynamic analyses 221 
in OpenSees, considering the above-described structural models. In order to simplify the discussion 222 
about the results, Table 3 shows an overview of the adopted structural models and it introduces the 223 
corresponding symbols adopted in the following. 224 
The structural safety is investigated for the Near Collapse Limit State (NC LS). It is assumed to be 225 
achieved when 20% decay of the maximum strength occurs in the first plastic hinge (Fischinger et 226 
al., 2008). According to this criterion, the rotational capacity of the plastic hinges are equal to the 227 
following values: 1) 0.0850 for internal columns, 2) 0.0768 for perimetral columns and 3) 0.0785 228 
for corner columns. In the model with cladding panels, the safety of the connections is also verified 229 
in terms of shear strength of the connector. 230 
Bare models 231 
This section shows the results of the nonlinear dynamic analyses on the bare models. The results of 232 
the bare model with rigid roof (BM-RR) are shown in Figure 6; the moment-rotation envelopes of 233 
all the columns of the structure are reported around the Z (Figure 6a) and X (Figure 6b) directions, 234 
for all the seismic events: for each type of column (perimetral, internal and corner), the moment-235 
rotation diagram with the maximum rotation is shown. Around both the directions the columns have 236 
an elastic response (i.e., the maximum rotation is lower than the assumed yielding rotation) under 237 
all the seismic ground motions; however, around X direction the columns reach the capping rotation 238 
for one record (ID=535). This result is justified by the large spectral acceleration (Figure 5b) of this 239 
seismic event at the period of the structure (1.60sec). According to the adopted criterion, the 240 
structure is safe with respect to the NC LS for all the records. 241 
The recorded elastic response demonstrates a significant overstrength of the considered benchmark 242 
structure. This overstrength is caused by several reasons, such as the difference between the 243 
stiffness of the structures assumed in the design phase and in the dynamic analysis and the 244 
difference between the medium and the design values of the material mechanical characteristics. 245 
For instance, the yielding force assumed in the nonlinear analysis seismic force of each column is 246 
twice the design seismic force of each column. It is interesting to note that this overstrength 247 
occurred besides some design aspects: 1) the assumed high value of the behavior factor (q=4.5) and 248 
2) the percentage of longitudinal reinforcement that is higher than the minimum percentage required 249 
by the code (ρ=1.0%). According to these two considerations, the overstrength of the structure 250 
should not be high and an inelastic behavior would be expected under a set of earthquakes matching 251 
the elastic design spectrum. This conclusion on the seismic safety/overstrength of the precast 252 
structures should be validated by taking into account also the variability in the seismic action and 253 
materials (Fischinger et al., 2009).  254 
If the flexible roof is considered in the bare model (BM-FR), the response is still elastic for the most 255 
of the records (Figure 7). However, the rotational demand increases in both perimetral and internal 256 
columns due to the higher value of relevant masses. It is worth highlighting the distribution of 257 
seismic demand in the structural frames. Figure 8 shows the demand/capacity ratios in terms of 258 
rotations for two external frames around X and Z direction. The markers are reported for all the 259 
adopted records. The different seismic demand on the columns as well as on the frames 260 
demonstrates the absence of the rigid diaphragm; in this case, the distribution of seismic demand 261 
can significantly change throughout the columns and it can lead to a low ductile behavior of the 262 
overall structure. However, the NC LS is not attained, since the median value (red lines) of the 263 
demand/capacity ratios is lower than one. The results in the other frames and in Z direction are not 264 
showed for the sake of brevity. 265 
Structures with panels 266 
Nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed on the models with cladding panels (MWP) with the 267 
same set of records. The results are presented in terms of distribution of forces in the structural 268 
elements and in the connection system with the rigid (RR) and the deformable roof (FR) 269 
hypotheses. 270 
Figure 9 shows the moment-rotation curve around X and Z direction of the columns for the MWP-271 
RR: the behavior is elastic and the seismic demand in the columns is very low because of the high 272 
stiffness of the cladding panels. If the flexible roof is assumed (MWP-FR), the seismic demand in 273 
the columns significantly increases and the behavior is quite similar to the BM-FR (Figure 10). In 274 
the case of the flexible roof the stiffness of the panels does not influence the seismic demand in the 275 
columns. 276 
In order to assess the seismic safety of the panel-to-structure connections, the shear demands are 277 
compared to the shear strength of a typical connection. The design of this connection is performed 278 
according to the above-described design approach: the seismic design forces are evaluated by 279 
considering only the weight of the panel and they are applied in the out of plane direction. Figure 11 280 
shows the comparison between the demand from the analysis and the shear strength of the 281 
connection for the MWP-RR. In particular, in this figure the markers indicate the demand/capacity 282 
ratios in terms of shear of the connector (CEN, 2005) in the panel direction (Figure 11a in X 283 
direction and Figure 11b in Z direction) for each record and for the panels in one frame. In both the 284 
directions, the shear strength of the connector is smaller than the seismic forces in the connection. 285 
If the deformable roof is assumed (MWP-FR), the seismic forces in the panel-to-structure 286 
connections significantly decrease (Figure 12). This result agrees with the above-presented 287 
moment-rotation curves and it is related to the floor in plane deformability: larger forces are 288 
recorded in the internal frames because of their larger relevant seismic masses. 289 
The results of the nonlinear dynamic analyses justify the widespread failures of cladding panels 290 
during some recent earthquakes in Europe. In both the models (i.e., RR and FR) the large stiffness 291 
of these nonstructural components causes a significant reduction of the seismic forces in the 292 
structural elements (columns) as well as large forces at the panel-to-structure connections. The 293 
magnitude of these forces is significantly larger than the strength of the connection, i.e. the shear 294 
strength of the connector in the in-plane direction of the panel. 295 
Progressive collapse 296 
The results of the nonlinear dynamic analyses have demonstrated the vulnerability of the panel-to-297 
structure connections if the panels interact with the structure under seismic actions. The low 298 
demand/capacity ratios justify the collapse of the panels in the early steps of a seismic record, i.e. 299 
also for very low values of acceleration. During the time-history, the collapse of the panels leads to 300 
a change of the stiffness distribution in the structures (i.e., change in the dynamic properties) as well 301 
as a different seismic demand in the structural elements (columns). In order to investigate such a 302 
behavior, nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed on MR-RR and on MR-FR. 303 
Figure 13 shows the model capability by reporting two steps of one nonlinear dynamic analysis on 304 
MR-RR: in the first steps few panels have collapsed (Figure 13a); whereas in the final step the most 305 
of the panels have collapsed under the seismic records (Figure 13b). Figure 14 shows the moment-306 
rotation curves around the two horizontal directions for MR-RR: the structure has an elastic 307 
response under all the adopted records; however, the forces increase with respect to the model with 308 
cladding panels (MWP-RR, see Figure 9). For instance, in this model the yielding rotation is 309 
achieved around X direction for record ID=575.  310 
 311 
If the deformable roof is considered (RM-FR) the following conclusions can be drawn by means of 312 
the moment-rotation curves in Figure 15. 313 
- Around X direction, the columns experience rotations that are similar to the results in the 314 
MWP-FR. In this model the distribution of the seismic demand is influenced by the mass 315 
distribution: the internal columns are bearing larger forces than the external ones in both the 316 
models. However, the demand on the corner columns increases because of the collapse of 317 
the panels during the analysis (Figure 16a). 318 
- Around Z direction, the maximum recorded rotations in the RM are larger than the 319 
maximum values in the MWP for the corner columns. The collapse of the panels during the 320 
analysis causes an irregular distribution of masses and stiffness in the structure and, 321 
therefore, torsional modes can significantly influence the seismic demand in the columns. 322 
- For some records (n.535 and n.196) the rotations around Z direction are significantly larger 323 
than in the MWP-FR. In the case of the removal model the collapse of some of the panels 324 
causes large changes of the fundamental periods. At the beginning of the analysis, the 325 
periods are equal to the model with cladding panels (MWP, see Table 1) as well as the 326 
seismic demand. Whereas during the analysis the period increases due to the reduction of 327 
the structural stiffness (periods close to the ones of the model BM) and the seismic demand 328 
increases for the earthquakes n.535 and n.196 (Figure 5). Figure 16 shows a clear 329 
comparison between the results of the analyses on the two models for corner columns 330 
around Z direction. 331 
- A very similar conclusion can be stated by comparing the results of the RM-FR (Figure 15) 332 
and the results of the BM-FR (Figure 7). The behavior of the RM is very similar to the BM 333 
because of the panels collapse in the early steps of the time-histories. For some records the 334 
smaller rotations in the BM can be justified because the values of the spectral acceleration at 335 
T=1.6sec (e.g., at the period of the BM) are lower than the values of the spectral 336 
acceleration at the periods of the RM (in the range 0.5-1.0sec). 337 
 338 
 339 
Fragility curves 340 
A seismic risk study is performed on the investigated benchmark structure in order to define the 341 
fragility curves for different structural modeling assumptions. The fragility curves are defined for 342 
predicting the probability of exceeding a certain level of performance in the structure. In this study, 343 
the global collapse limit state of the structure is considered, i.e. the condition in which a structural 344 
system is unable to support vertical loads when subjected to seismic excitation. 345 
Incremental dynamic analyses 346 
In order to evaluate the limit state capacity of the structure, incremental dynamic analyses (IDA) are 347 
performed (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002). The IDA curves are defined by adopting as Intensity 348 
Measure (IM) the peak ground acceleration and as Damage Measure (DM) the roof displacement. 349 
The adopted DM is evaluated as the square-root-sum-of-squares of the instantaneous drifts in the 350 
two principal directions (Vamvatsikos, 2006, Wen and Song, 2003) 351 
In order to assess the global collapse performance in the structure the IM-based rule is adopted: it 352 
defines a single point on each IDA curve that corresponds to the achievement of the global collapse 353 
limit state. In particular, in this work the collapse criterion is defined by the achievement of a 354 
stiffness equal to 20% of the elastic one (FEMA, 2000). This criterion corresponds to consider the 355 
flattening of the curve as an indicator of the dynamic instability, i.e. an indicator of collapse 356 
(Fischinger et al., 2009). In the case of the models with cladding panels (MWP), the collapse of the 357 
structure can be also achieved if the panels fail, i.e. the seismic demand in the panel-to-structure 358 
connections achieves the shear strength of the connector. 359 
The nonlinear analyses are performed with a set of twenty-two ground motion record pairs from 360 
sites located greater than or equal to 10km from fault rupture, referred to as the “Far-Field” in 361 
FEMA (2008). The record set includes records from all large-magnitude events in the PEER NGA 362 
database (PEER, 2006). Figure 17 shows the spectra of the adopted records, scaled to PGA=1g. 363 
Results 364 
In this section the results of the seismic risk study are presented for all the considered models (bare, 365 
with cladding and with removal) and with the two hypotheses on the roof stiffness (rigid and 366 
flexible behavior). The considered IM is the peak ground acceleration.  367 
Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the IDA curves evaluated for the BM-RR and the BM-FR, 368 
respectively. In the same figure the lognormal distribution of the collapse IMs is also reported (red 369 
area). The mean value of the peak ground acceleration at the collapse lightly change in the two 370 
models; therefore, the fragility curves for the two modeling approaches are similar (Figure 20). 371 
The incremental dynamic analyses are also performed on the models MWP-RR and MWP-FR. In 372 
the following the results are reported in terms of IDA curve and PDF distribution (Figure 21 and 373 
Figure 22). For all the records, the collapse corresponds to the attainment of the shear strength in 374 
the connection system, i.e. the shear failure of the connector occurs before the global collapse of the 375 
structure. The results highlight the effect of the panels on the seismic risk of the considered precast 376 
structure. If the deformable roof is considered the mean peak ground acceleration at the global 377 
collapse is significantly larger than in the rigid roof case (Figure 22). This evidence confirms the 378 
effect of the mass distribution to the response of the structure: the external frame are carrying 379 
smaller forces because of the smaller mass. Figure 23 shows the fragility curves for the structures 380 
with cladding panels: the hypothesis on the roof behavior significantly influences the safety of the 381 
structure as well as the correspondent seismic risk. The failure criterion in the structures with 382 
cladding panels corresponds to the failure of the first panel connection. In this case, the failure of 383 
this non-structural element corresponds to the failure of the structure because it can cause danger 384 
for the human life. The results of this analysis can highlight the significant seismic vulnerability of 385 
the panel connections. 386 
If the collapse of the panels is simulated in the models (RM-RR and RM-FR), the IDA curves are 387 
showed in Figure 24 and in Figure 25. The failure criterion is defined at the failure of the columns 388 
at the base (dynamic instability). In this case the mean collapse IM is very similar to the values of 389 
the bare modes. Figure 26 shows the fragility curves for these structural models. The median value 390 
of the IM at collapse in the removal models (1.42g and 1g for RR and FR, respectively) is more 391 
similar to the values of the corresponding bare models (1.75g and 1.47g for RR and FR, 392 
respectively) than to the values of the models with cladding panels (0.006g and 0.0235g for RR and 393 
FR, respectively). The collapse of the panels occurs in the very early stage of the seismic records 394 
due to the low shear strength of the connectors; during the transient part of the input the structure is 395 
behaving like a bare system. It is worth to highlight that the bare models are not on the safe side in 396 
the evaluation of the collapse IM of this structure. The results of the two models (BM and RM) can 397 
be compared in order to justify the typical modelling assumption of neglecting the presence of 398 
cladding panels during both the design and safety assessment phases. 399 
The values of the collapse peak ground acceleration are quite larger than the values found in Dolsek 400 
et al. (2016): this evidence can be justified by some reasons, such as: 1) the investigated buildings 401 
are designed for different building codes; 2) in the work by Dolsek et al. (2016) the collapse of the 402 
structure could be achieved by the failure of the dowel connections between the columns and the 403 
beams; on the contrary, in the presented paper a strong connection is assumed. 404 
Conclusions 405 
This work aims at defining the effect of the cladding panels on the seismic response of RC single-406 
story precast structures. Such effect is evaluated by comparing the results of nonlinear dynamic 407 
analyses on six structural models, i.e. by neglecting the interaction between the panel and the 408 
structure (bare models) and by modeling the panel-to-structure interaction; in this last case two 409 
conditions are taken into account: panel-to-structure interaction staying till the analysis end (models 410 
with cladding panels) and progressive panel collapse simulation (removal models). For each model 411 
both the rigid and the flexible roof in its own plane hypotheses are considered. 412 
The results of the analyses on the bare structures highlight some main conclusions. 413 
- The effect of the rigid roof is negligible; however, the seismic performance gets worse if the 414 
flexible roof is considered, because the seismic demand is not uniformly distributed in the 415 
structural elements. 416 
- The overstrength of the structure leads to an elastic behavior under seismic actions and it is 417 
mainly caused by the design assumptions in terms of stiffness and material strength. 418 
In the case of the model with cladding panels, the following conclusions can be drawn. 419 
- The structural performance significantly changes with respect to the bare model if the roof is 420 
rigid. In this case, the large stiffness of the panels causes a low demand on the structural 421 
elements as well as a significant change in the dynamic properties of the structures. 422 
- In the case of the model with panels and rigid roof, the large forces at the panel-to-structure 423 
connections justify the early collapse of the connections during the seismic events. The 424 
demand is much larger than the shear strength of the connection in the direction of the panel. 425 
The assumption of these connections as rigid constraints under dynamic actions is justified 426 
by their behavior observed during recent earthquakes. 427 
- If the model with cladding panels provides the deformable roof, the seismic response of the 428 
structures changes as well as the seismic demand at the panel-to-structure connections. The 429 
seismic demand on the internal columns increases since the seismic forces distribution is 430 
based on the seismic masses rather than on the stiffness of the structural elements. For the 431 
same reason, the seismic demand on the connections of the panels decreases. 432 
The analyses on the model with panels demonstrate that the panel-to-structure connections fail in 433 
the very early stages of the seismic input (low intensity seismic level). In order to investigate the 434 
real behavior of the structures during an earthquake, a novel model is developed (removal model). 435 
This model allows recording the redistribution of the forces during a time-history in all the 436 
structural elements by simulating the progressive collapse of the panels. The results of the nonlinear 437 
dynamic analyses demonstrate that the forces in the columns increase as the panels fail and the 438 
overall behavior of the structure is very similar to the behavior of the bare structures. This model 439 
might simulate the failure of precast structures, occurred during some seismic events after the 440 
collapse of the panels. 441 
In the final part, a seismic risk study is performed in order to define the fragility curves of all the 442 
investigated modeling approaches. 443 
- If the flexibility of the roof is considered, the mean peak ground acceleration values lightly 444 
decreases at the collapse because of the irregular distribution of the seismic demand in the 445 
structural elements. However, in both the bare models, the large values of the mean peak 446 
ground acceleration highlight the overstrength of the structure. 447 
- If the panel-to-structure interaction is considered, the failure of the structures occurs for very 448 
low values of the peak ground acceleration for both the models with cladding panels. The 449 
results are significantly influenced by the assumption on the failure criteria: for all the 450 
records the failure is achieved at the collapse of the panel connection. If the roof is rigid in 451 
its own plane, the peak ground acceleration at the collapse is very low. 452 
- If the progressive collapse of the panels is simulated, the fragility analysis gives results 453 
similar to the bare model. This evidence demonstrates that the panel-to-structure 454 
connections fail for very low seismic intensities (early stages of the seismic event); in this 455 
case, the structural behavior is not significantly affected by the panels. However, the overall 456 
behavior of the bare model does not predict a safe-sided behavior: the collapse of the bare 457 
structure occurs for a seismic intensity that is larger (20% for rigid roof and 50% for flexible 458 
roof) than the value with the panel progressive collapse. 459 
The influence of a more detailed model of the panel-to-structure connection will be investi-460 
gated by the authors in a future research study. It should be underlined that the above presented 461 
conclusions and results are limited to one-story precast buildings with strong connection 462 
systems. 463 
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 528 
  529 
Table 1 Fundamental periods of the six structural models [sec] 530 
 Bare Model With panels (WP) Removal (R) 
 Rigid Flexible Rigid Flexible Rigid Flexible 
T1 1.62 1.70 0.15 1.63 0.15 1.63 
T2 1.58 1.64 0.12 1.62 0.12 1.60 
T3 1.35 1.41 0.08 1.52 0.08 1.52 
 531 
  532 
Table 2 Features of the selected seismic events  533 
ID Earthquake Name Date Mw PGAx [g] PGAy [m/s2] EC8 Site class 
134 Friuli (aftershock) 15/09/1976 6.0 0.25 0.21 
B 
147 Friuli (aftershock) 15/09/1976 6.0 0.13 023 
196 Montenegro 09/04/1979 6.9 0.44 0.29 
231 Montenegro (aftershock) 24/05/1979 6.2 0.16 0.13 
291 Campano Lucano 23/11/1980 6.9 0.15 0.17 
535 Erzincan 13/03/1992 6.6 0.38 0.50 
1714 Ano Liosia 07/09/1999 6.0 0.23 0.21 
 534 
  535 
Table 3 Overview of the adopted structural models 536 
Roof (R) 
Structural model (M) 
Bare (B) With panels (WP) Removal (R) 
Rigid (R) 
      
Flexible (F) 
      
 537 
 X Z
 X Z
